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An editorial comment

Mathematics Education Research: The Role of Language in/MatheMatics
Teaching;and Learning

I IP

Dora. Helen Skypek
Emory Univeraity

Consider theee iwo statements:

"36 divided'into 4 grOupa is 46T."

For the contradiction to be*obvioUs, one has to read aloud,, "36

diVided into 4 . is 4 divided into 36."

"17 f 5 = 3r2."

The statement- iuggests that "3r2" names-a number (that is, "17* 5,",

"17 5," and "17 x 5" all name numbers so why not "17 5?"). It

also violates the definition of division (17 0 5 x 3r2) and confounds
r

.ameaningful understanding of the relation "is equal to."

It is not surprising that many students are confused about ihe

'meaning of 'the operation of division and the associated algorith16.

The resolution of difficulties in teaching and learning about division

is, of course, far Morecomplex than just cleaning 'tlp the language,

but I do'think these and other miscommunications are part of the

pro lem.

To read'the oral language responses and comments elicited from

students in taskTbased interviews (Erlwanger, J974; Davis and McKnight,

1980; Clement, 1982; Skypek, 1974) is to become convinced that, what-'

ever else is going on, communication in the teaching of mathematice

iS inadequate, incsimplete, and sometimes incorrect. The investigators

who reportremediation moves during the interview -- oral probes,
,

.dipcussions o f similai (even simpler) exercises, and other verbal

hints about reasonable 'or apkopriate responses -- find, in general,
,

'that even with able students "the effect of semantic knowledge on

algorithmic behavior" (Davis and-McKnight, 1980, p. 75) is little or

none. The question for many inveatigators and teachers then becomes,

"what ext ded remediation experiences can best,ensure effective
,

,relearnint"

It is, however, a larger and more basft: question that I want to
.,

.
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address: What is the ole of language in teaching and learning mathe--
matics? In particular what are the early and continuing language

experiences in the mat ematics classroom that ensure meaningful learn-

ing and that minimize he misconceptions and defipiencies evident in
..

the reported interview and in the introductory.language samples?
,

Conroy and Heale (1982) speak of a "language-mathematics inter-
.

face" and the need f "somegonceptual framework in which to view the
i

relatii between lang age and mathematics, the development-of language

skill for learning,m thematics an&the.changing function of language

in uice development an growth of mathematical understanding."
,

Bauersfeld (1979) add esses the role of language in_the context of hu-
P

man interaction throu h which teaching and learning mathematics is

realized. He writes that "mathematical meaning is a construction via
/

social negotiation about what is meant" and asks the question, "How can

we expect to fi d adequate information about teaching and learning when

we neglect th interactive constitution of meaning?" (p. 25).

My own 4xamination (SkyiSek, 1981) of theories and practices in

teachihg 1 nsuage prompted the follawingconjectures about the role'

of oral language in teaching and learning mathematics: -

Teacherg of mathematics, like teachers of language, have mistakehly

'assumed that skills in reading and writing coded information are the

bagic skills. .They are, however, merely derived skills. The basic

skills are at the levels of thought and oral language, where meaning

is involved. It is in making messages for other people from our

experiences with things and people and in making sense of messages

received from other people that we hone our thinking and our language.

The subsequent task of matchins' oral language with written language

(or numerical coding schemes) is easy and requires little intellectual

work. '

A variety of other writers - practitioners, educational theorists,

mathematics educators, and researchers -- have addressed the related-
.

ness of talking, listening, reading, or writing to student performance

in mathematics. At least one current textbook on methods in teaching

elementary. school Mathematics spells it out this way:.

Since (1) children cannot reasonably be expected
to.write what theyleannot read, (2) children can-



not to tie expected to read what they cannot say,
and (3) children cannot-be dxpected to say what
they have not heard,.the natural. development of
vocabularidis(proceeds from lietenink tb speaking
to reading to writing.The initial work snd j

study of quantitative expreasione:must be in the
form of oral communication about real problem
situations. ,Only=after children can orally de- '

scribe the quantitative situation should tfiey
encounter or be expected to read even the'sim-
pleat of number sentences. (Lerch, 1981, p. 14).

But it is not enough to agree that students and teachers shduld
,

use oral language in the mathematics classroom. Neither isit enough

to assume that teachers will know how to motivate and orchestrate the

development.of oral language About mathematics. Teacher educators in

language arts/reading/English are not.likely to'investigate the issues

raised here: Instead, the problems must be addressed by mathftatics

educators.' We need to ,develop a theoretical framework that recognizes

and delineates the role of language in teachineand learning mathematics.

We_could begin that task with some specific protocols for classroom

testing and analyses. Creative Longftudinal:investigations that in-

corporate the recommendations of learning theorists, matheMatics ed-

ucators,, ,and classroom teachers would' be even better.

Referenced,'

Bauersfeld, H. Hiddeh dimensions in the'eorcalled reality of a mathe-
matics classroom. In Some theoreticaljsales.in mathematics ed-
ucation: Papers from a research presession'(Richard Lesh and
Walter Secede, Ed6.). Columbus, Ohio: ERIC/SMEAC, 1979.

Clement, J. Algebra word problem solution: Thought processes under-
lying a Common misconception. Journal for Research in Mathematics
Education, 1982, 13(1), 16-30,

Conroy, J. and Healey, M. Some issues regarding the place of lnguage
in learning mathematics. Unpublished paper, 1982.

Davis, R. B. and McKnight, C. The influence of semantic content on
algorithmic behavior. Journal of Mathematical Behavior, 1980,
3(1), 39-89.

. .

Erlwanger, S. Case studies of children's conceptions of mathematics.
Journal of MathematibalqUehavior, 074, 1(3), 159-281.

Lerch, H. H. Teaching elementary school mathematics: An active learn-
ing approach. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1981.
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Battista, Michael. THE INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO INSTRUCTIONAL'TREATMENTS
OF ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES AND SPATIAL-VISUALIZATION ABILITY. Journal .4

Educational Research 74: 337341; May/June 1981. (

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by THEODORE A. EISENBERG,
'Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Beer Sheva, Israel.

.)

1. Purpose

(a).To determine if students who were given a verbal-spatial presen-

tation of the fundamental properties-of algebraic structures would grasp

the underlying ides6 of the struCtures better than'Oose who only received

instruction in a verbal format.

(b). To determine 'the strength of the correlation between a spatial

vigualitation test and the performance of the two groups taught algebraic

structures vis-a-vie the two approadhes.

(C) To use (a) and '(b) above to affirm an aptitude (for spatialvis-

Ualization)- by treatment (methodiof'presentation) interaction.

2. Rationale

Only very general statements can be made about aptitude-treatment-

interaction studies in the area of,spatial visualization and mathematics

achievement.

Students with high spatial-visualization ability will*
learn more than students with low.spatial'visualization
ability in mathematics instruction ig which spatial or
visual presentations are common. Furthermore, this ef-

fect will be in evidence to a much lesser degree in
mathematics instruction in which'spatial or visual pres-
entations are not used. (p. 338)

The purposd of this study was to test this hypothesis.

3. Research Design and Procedures'

Two sections of undergraduate elementary educatien majors (n1 15,

n
2

21) took a course entitled'"Number Systems for Elementary Teachers."

Both sections were taught by the experimenter. '

The topicvf binary'operations, groups, group properties, and dis-

tAbutive propertiee were presented during five classroom hours of instruc-
,

tion. Homework assignments were given, collected, and graded after each

9
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4assroom period.

The two groups differed as anfh.as possiblif-with respect to spatial

illustrations and examples of the concepts being studied. For.example,

students in the verbal-spatial.section saw an example of a 'group which
.,,

id generated by the flips and turns of an equilateral triangle/ Students

in the verbal section aldb studied this group, but it was generated by

looking-at all permutations of three letters. Both sections used approx-,

imately the same amount of mathematical symbolism.-

Wiih the exception of the experimental petiod, both sections wete

taught in the same manner at all'other times. Each section was given

five courie exams. These were identical with.the'exception of the one

concerned with algebraic structures. Here,-ewo forms wete tailor-made,

to reilect the eype of instruction given. For example, when the verbal

section was asked questions on the-permutation-group, similar questions,

OP Were asked on the.isomorphic group generated by the flips and turns of

the equilateral triangle.

Three scores were given to each student: a store on the'algebr'aict

.structure test, a total score for the three other exams given in the

course, and a score on the-Pitt-due Spatial Visualizatirm Test: Rotations.

The data were analYzed by constructing regression equations for the

tWo sectIons. The spatial visualization score was used-to predict the

algebraic-structure test sdoee. It Was-expected that the slope of the

regression line for the verbal-spatial treatment section would.be steeper .

than that for the verbal treatment section.

4. Findings

The slope of the regression line'for the verbal grdup was higher

than that of the verbal-spaeial grbup (.52 va: .07). In other words,

this means that the correlation between the spatial,visualization tefit

and the algebraic structures test.was much higher for the verbal group

.than it was for ehe verbal-spatial group (.31 vs...03). This is exactly

the bpposite of what was expected. Oa the total séore for the three

other exams, the verbal-spatial group scored higher 304, sd 50)

than the verbal group-(X 7 264, act 74).



5. Interpretations

The eUthor discueses a number of possibilities as to why his find- ,

ings are Opposite to what he. expected. He also discusses why hig find-

- ings arein conflict with other research studies in this area:including

one study, he himself conducted.

Abstractor's Comments

This study-is plagued by many flaws. For exaMple

1) Why would_anyone think that an instructional treatment of five'

classroom hours can significantly affect one's performanCe on subjects

as difficult as binary operations, groups, group properties.; and distrib7

utive properties? These topics are difficult no matter how they are pre-
.

sented, and o think,that one can expect fignificant differentes in per-
.

formance between the two groups, which differed for only five hoursiof

Ostructional time, borders on the incredulous. (In fairness, the euthor

also cites this.as his primary reason for obtaining his non-significant-
,

and contradictory results).

2) There ard some standard guidelines for reporting educational re-

search, .0ne of these is to mention the-reliability and validity. cbeffi-

Cients of theinSfruments'used. The.euthor, felled to do this. The .03

correlbtion between the spatial visualization exam and the structures

test Le'sio suspect thiat it hardly seems worth commenting upon. Alelidity

and.reliability coefficients of all measures should haVe been been stated

from the outset., A Buros reference would. also' have been appropriate for ,

the Puraue Spatial Test -- if one exists. Also, what iS the rationale
0

for using this test? The example question taken from this test seemed

unrelated to the objective of the experiment.'

3) T author, with,a pre-stated bias toward the verbal-spatial

group, ta ht both experithental sectiOns. This is.unaccepteble, at

least by my standards.

4)The statistics, as presented in the article, are a hodge-pode

of jargon, poorly defined and poorly presented. Subscripts are used

without explanation. Indeed, there is no ratiOnale to use a linear .re-
.

gression model of one varfable on.another. The author should have used

more meaningful and powerful statistics, for exempla, multiple regression

3



or ANOVA, assuming,

ered d ttealmeni..

5) It is uncle/\

pothegis he intended

of course, that thwtreatment really can be,consid-

can be thought ocas

angles, squares, etc

obtain the table of

underIying rotations

visualization of the

and is not inherent

have been used; e.g.

A, 4, C,.D, and E on

r as to whether or not the
-

to test. It is trUe that

being

author, examined the by-_

some group structures

6:lea:led by rotations Of 'equilateral trif

. But this approach is.generally used only to

binary operations for Ole' group;.once obtained, the

are seldom referred to again. In other words, the

triangle being flipped, turned, etc., is Tntrived

to the group itself. Better illetrations could'

, asking the students to determine if the points

the graph y f'(x) Correspond to max, min or

Points#of inflector on the graph y f6).

Here the:student must really visualizeoland understand

' 6) Tlie underlying idea of

self, unfortunately, was not.

the meaning of

this study iS worthwhile -- the study it-

1 2

411'
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rgeW.I',Harvey, John G.; and Wheelett.-Margariete VOntague.

ULATIVEGAME CONSTRAINTS. Journal*nf Educatinp nal Research

May/JUne-..1981:.:

,

'Abstract and- coMments prePared for I:M.E-byJERRY P. BECKER,'

Southern Illinoia Universityt CakOondale.

1. PutpOse.

'The StUdy sOught to idVestigate7,the effettiveness of the,gaMe. Order

.10ut and differpnces ih achieVement betweenthree treatMent groups When-

i) seta nf fraction bats, b). pictorial tePresentatinns of fraction bars,

ot c)' neither phySical nor pictorial aide-Wete aVailabie to subjecta

while playing the gaMe.

Rationale

In setting the context for the stddy, the investigators make refer-

ence to their earlier researc'h.in which fouesets of game-related yeti-
,

ables that may play a role in.achievement of the mathematidal content,

'of, instructional gaMes were identified (Bright, Harvey,- end'Wheelet,,,

1977). One such set of veriabieS includes the variable "iequiied oi

available game resoates". This is the variable the investi t

:A-

varied in the'ptfsent study.

3. Researth pesign. and Prdcedutes

'Orde* Out was thegate used in the inveseigatinn Developing-

'Mathematical Processes):.. the objective of the game is,for subjects'to'

'order common fractions; SubjectS were:all (N = 85) fifth-grade Students'

in an'elementsry school, end all (N = 177)'seventh-grade students- in a

naddle school (four intact fifth-grade classea and eight,intatt seventh7

grade classes), During the year pretedingthe study each'claSs'had a

teacher-taught unit Oh atiMon fractions in a normal c ssrobm aituatiOn.

Subjetts played Otder Out twice a week for five eks, With each

session 20 minutes in duration preceding this, teachers were acquainted

with the game as well as with experimental design and prOcedures.

Further, teachers were briefed on their role inthe study (i.e., not do

any teaching on common fraccions while the tuidy was underway).



:Tweny-minute Ore-and posttesterwere used in the Study. In each,

subjects wete to order foitY pairS of coMmon fractions. The:items Weie

partitiOned equally into four grOupS: aYboth fraCtiOns less-than ot:

equal tot,l'Or\greater than or equal:toll, and One denominator a multiple'
(

of the other; b) both fractiong less than or ecital.to kor greet ihan:'

or,equal to 1/2,and neither denolknator a'multiple of the other; c) frac-

riOns on opposite aides of 11 and One denomitor a multiple of the other;

and-d) fractiOns On opposite sides of 1g and neither denominator a.Multi7-'
, 4 \

ple of the Other (0. 348). No pairs of fractions were the sdine and de-

nominators.in each case:were unequal and randomly. Chosen from the numbers
-4;

212,.inclusive. .All fractions were proper, with:numerators randomly

selected, '

.0

Four fOrms of boththe pretest and.PostreSt were developed, since

.fraction bars and fraction bat pages were used With.some but hp; all

subjects. This Was done as follows:

'First the 40 items were dividedinto two subsets;
Subset,1 and Subset 2, by randomly partitiOning
each cell into tWo equal subdells. Then a ffac-
tion bars page was printed acro46 froirtbd page
containing oni of the subsets, Finally, the'
Order of-the Subsets, either.accompanieclor not
accompanied by '0 fraction bars page, was random-
ited.. (O. 348).

In thiS way one test form Consiated of Subset 1 with fraction bats

page'fallowed by Subsey2. Similarly,,anotherform consisted of Subset

.2.with fraction bars page preceded by Subset- 1,, In carrying out the

analysis, the investigators used ANOVA to compare scores on the four .

pretest/posttest forms in order,to determine whether the fraction bars
) -

page *affected scores and whether the appearance-of the fraction bars

6 page before or 'after appearance of items without.the fraction bars

page affected scores.

- Treatments coV-ered-thitteen days, wirli each subject receiving the

\pretest on the first day. On the-second day, then, the game was des-

cribed (appropriately) .to subjects in each treatment, Game play then

:followed for five weeks, with gaMe playing groups randomly formed each

week within treatment'group within each clasa. Games were usually

played by three subjects. Following thiS, in the seventh week, Post-

tests were given.

14
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. Findings

At the fifth grade leVel, pke- and posttest reliabilities bn all

forms ranged froM..85 to .92; at the-seventh grade level, they ranged

from .76 to .82. .
No significant differences existdd among pretest means

Or among posttest means; accordingly, pretest and posttest data were

each pooled within grade level.-

For both grade levels, posttest means were isignificantly greater

than pretest means for all &zee treatment groups. ANCOVA (using pre-'

'
tests score .as covariate) was used tb determine whether any differential

effects existed (due*to treatment, sex,.or treatMent x sex) on posttest

-scores. 1 For both-grade levels, no Significant differences were found

.due to treatment, sex, or-interaction. Data were then examinedfor

possible treks. For grade, fiVe subjects, man gain from pretest to:

to %rest was.consistently greater for girls than for boys For..
grade seven sgbjects, the girls'- mean gain score was greater than boys'

on the fraction bars treatment; however, for the other two treatments

mean gains were nearly thesame-for boys and girls. Finally, the inves-

tigators presented evidence that the increase in percentage of girls

reiching mastery (90%). from pretest to posttest was always greater than

that for boys.

5. Interpretations

The researchers concluded that each treatment.effectively improved

achievement of ordering fraction's fin- students, but that the treatments

were hot differentially effective. Thus, Order Out'can be effectively

used to improve students.' ability.to order pairs of fractions. This,

the researchers' report, is consistent with findings in their.earlier

Studies. They further are careful to point out that whether or not

Order Out is more effective than,some other teaching technique is open

to question - they did noto, investigate that question in the.present

study.

The investigators provide and briefly discuss four explanations for

the.results (p. 350): (1) students may' have had opportunities to prac-
p.

tice ordering o'f fractions While not playing the,game; (2) the Hawthorne

effect may haVe been present; (3),administration of pretests and posttests°.

15
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.4
may have resulted in iMpravement; (4) student maturation may have played

. t !.

a role in,,theTresults, The investigators make no .Conclusions based on

the p4t.-hoc.data analysis, bUt-make reference to tihe trends (sex-related)
)

and telate theit thinking:to a.question raised by Fennema (in other

research) to suggest:the hypothesia that girls will a.chieve at least as

well as boys when manipulatives are used. Further, they relate their

obsetvations to the thinking.Of Kagan and hypothesize that girls will
0 ,

achieve at least as wen s boys when the involvement is the same for
,

bbth.bOys and'girls. Fi ally,' the researchers identifya number .of lim-.

itations that must be.considered when interpreting resultbf the s
« .

ahd finish their report by suggesting that (1) furtheratudies similar

this one may not be'warranted unless an observation scheme can be-

lemented io provide information about frequency aq quality Of the
,

use of manipulatives; (2) the sex-related hypotheses regarding use of

maniphlatives by.girls and equal involvement by boya and girls need fur-

ther study (p. 351)..

Abstractor's Comments

I. believe the investigation is an important one for matheitics

educators since dse of manipulatives has had a pervasive influe ce on

teacher training and classroom teaching. To explore.the'effectiveness

of Order but; as the investigators have done in such a careful fashion,,
,

and to repOrt it in such' a concise and objective manner,'prOvides an
, .

excellent contribution to the research literature.. My feeling is that

the problem investigated is an important one and fhe design, methodology,

and analysis Of data were impeccably planned and reported. While writ-
,

ing, concisely,.the,researchers.carefully, point out what can and what

cannot be concluded from the results. There is scarcely anything about

the study which is subject to criticism in the view of the reviewer.

Further, the esearchers set forth a direction forfurther-reseatch-,

that could hevery useful, namely, the seX-related hypotheses.

This,study investigated the role of Oider Out in achievement.

Since another important dimensioh of Mathematics jearning is attitudes

toWards mathematics, I wonder.whether this variable might be incorpor-
-

. ated Am future iesearch,studies. . Perhaps manipulatives may play an

16
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important role ill bringing about positive attitudes towards mathematics.-

I Reference

Bright, George W.;' Harvey, John G.; and Wheeler, Margariete Montague.
- Cognitive Effects of Games oh Mathemaics Learning. Madison:

University of Wisconsin, 1977. 'EMIC: ED 166 007.
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Carpenter, Thomas P.; Hiebert, James; and Moser, James M. THE EFFECT

OF PROBLEM STRUCTURE ON'FIRST-GRADERS' INITIAL SOLUTION PROCESSES FOR
SIMPLE ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION PROBLEMS. Technical Report No. 516.

Madison: Research and Developmene Center for Individualized Schooling.
October 1979. ERIC: ED 180 840.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by EDWARD C.-RATHMELL,.
_

University of Northern Iowa

_

1. Purpose

The niajor purpose was to identify and characterize the processes

and strategies that young children use to solve different tyPee of addi-
;

tion and subtraction problems presented verball and'with concrete mate-:

rials. Another purpose was to examine the erro s resulting.from the

application of inappropriate or incorrect strategies.

2. Rationale

' Current mathematics curricula are designed to facilitate the,devel-

opment of addition and subtraction by first introducing these 'operations -

peing Joining_ for addition and take away for subtraction.' 1TheU:there is

an emphasis on mastei-y of the basic addition and subtraction skills be-

fore children are expeCted to use these skills to solve other problem

types. Consequently, formal instruction focuses on 0-single problem

type for'each of these operations for all or nearly all of the early

work.

However, it has been clearly shown that children use varibUs strat-
,0

egiesto solve addition and subtraction'problems prior to formal instruc-

, tion
-

The working hypothesie of the study was that,prior
tp formal instruction many children can solve a
variety of different problems involving addition
and subtraction operations. Furthermore, they
develop different strategies for solving different
problems. (p.-.2)

7.

The identification of the different strategies children use to solVe

different problem types will help clarify,the understanding that they

bring tu the formal introduction,of additionand subtraction.
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. Research Design'and Procedures

One of the main-Variables involved the structure,of the problem.

- Addition-and subtraction problems were characterized by active or static

situations and by set-In6lusion or no set inclusion. Each of the dif-

ferent problem structures, as represented by the cells in the diagram

below, were included in the study (p. 7).

4-

set

inclusion

-no set

inclusion

' active static

joining

and

separating,

part-part-

equalizing

4

Another variable involved the mode of presentation. The problems

were presented in one of two,modes, either concrete or verbal. For the

problems nvolving cOncrete objects, the experimenter constructed sets

and.asked the children tq count. Then an addition or subtraction ques-

tion was a ked about the objecis. The verbal problems were read to the

subjects nd'reread as often as was needed. Concrete objects were avail-
4 ,

able for the subjects to.use,

The numbers used in the problems includedthetednumber families

with both addends greater than 2 and,less than,10; the sums were between

10 and 16 and the differences, between the addendeweregreater than 1,

In each addition problem the first addend was, less thanothe second ad-

dend. In each subtraction problem the difference was less than the

number being subtracted.

These number families were assigned to .the problems in a wey-such

that each subieWl\was presented each number triple once with.the.verbal

'Problems and again with the corresponding concrete problem.'.0ifferent.

number combinations were assigned to different problemSlor: each subject.

The subjects included all 43'first graders,ht aHparochial schOol -

located In a middle class neighborhodd. Prior to the studythey had

."no formal instruction in symbolic representation of addition and sub-

traction..:" (p. .25). *However, "several lessons had been presented in-
.

volving joining, separating, part7part-whole and comparison prOblems"

(p. 25).
1

19
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The students were encouraged to use concrete materials to represent
. .

these prOblems.

Eaa subject was interviewed in two separate 15-20 minute sessions.

One was used for solving.verbal problems and the other for concrete prob7

lems. The verbal prolllems, were presented first to half of the subjects

and the concrete sproblems were presented first to the other.subjects.'
4

If the strategies that the children used were not obvious, Ithey were .

asked to iell'how they found the answer.

4. Tindings ,

The number of correct strategies (over 75%) and correct responses

(ovet,50%) was quite high fot'all problem types except comparison prob-

lems.involving addition. Very ew children used,a Strategy that would

indicate the, choice of a wrong operation.

For addition.problems the joining and part-part-whole appearedtv

-betreated by children as the same type of problem. This was true both

in the type of representation (counters, fingerd,'Or, no Physical repre-
'A

.-

sentation) and in the solution strategy (counting all, counting on prom

-the first number, counting on from the larger number, etc.). The compar-
.

son situations were\aot only more difficult, but were represented differ7

ently. and solved differently.

For the verbal subtraction problems the problem structure seemed

to determine the solutioil strategy. Separating problems led to a sepa-
.:

ration strategy. Joiniag problems led to an adding on strategy. Compar-

ison and.equalizing problems. led most otten to a matching strategy. The

strategies used for part7part-whoIe problems were mixed between separa-

tion and adding on. ear concrete subtraction problems the-dominant

strategy was separation,for most of the ;problem types. This ie in con-
.

trast to additiOn,.where there was little differeke between concrete

and verbal problems..

. InterpretAtions

The students demonstrata 'high level of success. OVer-twq-thirds

used a correct strategy for at 'least 8 of the 10 verbal problems. There

were also"few-instances of children who chose e solution strategy

a
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representing the wrong operations Furthermore, 'they were successful at

"interpreting action or relationships itiplied in the problems" and in

using '"different models of addition. and subtraction when cOnvenient"

(p:. 59) .

Since children have a rather ric'h repertoire of processes available

tb them in'their problem-solving activities, it may be.that verbal prob-

lema are the appropriate context in which to introduce addition arid sub-

traction.

Perhaps by basing our introduction of operations
on verbal problems and integrating verbal problems
throughout the mathematics cdrriculum rather than
using them only as an application of previously
taught algorithMs, we can allow children to develop
their natural abilityi_to analyze problem strUcture
and to develop a broader concept of basic,operations.
(p: 64)

Abstractor's Comments

The researchers raise an iMportant curriculum question in this'

study. How should children be introduced to an operation? Typically

we develop meaning for addition from a single problem type,7namely foining.

Similarly, the meaning_of subtraction is developed from iake away .or sep-
.

aration situations. Only after considerable pkactice developing symiiolic

computational skills are other problem types eveh introducedBy ,this',

time the connections betw en the operation and the single problem type

that was used to introduc 1 ft-are so strong that children often seem to

have difficulty recognizing another problem type as bging an instance.,

of the operation. This is evidenced by. a common response to verbal prob-
.

lems that are not obviously joining or separating, that being, "Do I plus
S.-iik...4

or minus?" ,

The results of this'study indicate that children have the capabili-
.

ties to ,deal 'with a variety of problem types involving addition and snb-
..

_

traction even,..prior to.formal instruction. Furthermore, they use a vari-

ety of sOlutiowetrategies to solve those problems. 'The solution strategy

often seems to be determined by the structure.of the problem. However,

they appanently dotnot understand that different types df problems can
,

be represented by a single operation. %

, .

Shbuld we attempt to'take advantage of this problem-solving ability

21
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that children have and present many different problem types to develop

meaning for an operation early'in the instructional sequence? If so,

consideration heeds to be given to the problem of representing these

different situatione by.a single operaEion.

Since one of the stated objectives -of the study was to "Character-

ize processes and strategies children use ln solving selected addition
a aal

and su4ract1on-probiiiis" (p. 3), it seems unusual that the number sizes

would be restricted so as to discourage the use of counting on and the

use of doubles in some of the heuristic strategies. A more realistic

representation of the solution strategies that children actually use

would have been obtained if there had pot been these reatriCtions.

The researchers admitted that'the choice of numbers, may have affected

the choice of, stiategies- that the children used, but made the decision

because the children would be less likely to know the facts and the
-

strategies would be more likely to be observ9ed. Stili, there should

have been no restrictions-,
-

While the subjects are described as having the ability to solve

a variety of problems prior.to formal instruction,"seVeral lessons
, .

, . ,

had been presented involvina joinin(4,..ieparating_i patt-part-whole and

Comparison problems" (p'. 25). . Since thetasks nf-the -study were of

the same type of' problema, those "epyeral least:ins" may have affected

the oUtcome of the study. It'is conceivable that the.children learned

some of the strategies ekhibited. ,Even.eo 0 f they were learned" so
-
i
,

easily, they are worthy af serloulovonsideration in.the early mathe-

matics cUrriculuuL

22
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Fuson, Karen C.; Geeslin, E.; Damarin, Suzanne E.; and Janseon,

Lars C. EXPLORATIONS IN THE MODELING OF THE LEARNING OF MATHEMATICS.

Columbus, Ohio: pRIC/SMEAC. March 1979. ERIC: ED 173 113.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by LEN PIKAART,
Ohio University.

One of the ten working groups orthe Georgia Center for the Study

of Learning-and Teaching Mathematics'is concerned with "Models for Learn-
*

ing Mathematics." The eleven papers in this volume were selected through

an anonymous reviewprocess conducted by the Center. A brief introductory

chapter by William Geeslin indicates that the papers "...represent an

attempt to clarify theory and formulate models of mathematical learning...

[They) also representlin attempt to clarify the very meaning of the terms

'theory' and .'model'" (p.

'Following are abstracts of each paper taken from the table of con-
,

tents.

John Richards. "Modeling. and Theorizing,46 Mathematics'Education."

Modeling is an activity, a purposiVe behavior, whose significance is de-

terMined by the theoretical basis of theresearch framework. Building
4'

a model, Or employing an already available model, must occur within the .

structure of a theory. Through a survey of the development .of models

in the nineteenth centry, this piper distinguishes several essential fea-

tures,of models. .Modele.establish a partial analogy which depends equally

on a clear similarity, and an obvioug difference, between the model and

what is. being modeled. A model typically is a temporary explanatory de-

vice which allows the researcher to simplify, visuallsze, and idealize

what is being modeled. This paper placesthe use of models in mathematics

education Within a broader research framework which provides for deeper

understandin f the methodological benefits and limitations of modeling.

Leslie P. Steffe, John Richards, and Ernst von Glaserfeld. "EXperi-
mental Models for the Child's Acqtasition of Counting and of
Addltion and Subtraction."

' two experimental models, one for acquisition of countingand the other for

acquisition of the relationship between.addition and subtraction by six-,.
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seven-, ancreight-year-old children, are presented in ihis Paper. The

,models are based in (1).a constructivist epiitemological framework and

(2) teaching experiments. -The constructivist framework is presented and

a three-stage model posited for acquisition of structural knowledge in

mathematics. The two experimental models presented reflect the three

stages of the more general model.

Harold W. Mick and Gerald D. .Brazier. "A Logical-Cognitive'll(Tiew

of Learning and Teaching Mathematical Concepts."

The purpose of this paper is to present a logical-cognitiVe point of

view, concerning the relationships among mathematical 'concepts, the Psy-

chology of the learner, and instruction. The developmental psychology

of Piaget is the basie background from which this model emerges. Two

classifications of mmthematical concepts are,identified: figural con-

cepts and operational pOncepts. Various comitinations of these concepts

are hypothesized to form internalized conceptual structures. The study

vf the ways in which these structures are formed and function is assumed

to be the very essence Of the psychology of learning mathematical concepts

-,-to comprehend or understand a concept means to assimilate it into an

appropriate structure. An analogY is drawn between mathematical (con-

ceptual).4structvres.and Piaget's operational.structures,i, and,their cor-

responding.acqUieitions. In particular, simple abstraction is applied

to figural concept acquisition and reflective abstraction is applia4 to

operatdonal concept acquisition. 'Piaget's periods oUmental develrPn1t

are outlined and used as motivation ih proposing three learning-instruc-

tional phases of concept acquisition.- Tbese 141ases are referred to as

exploration, assimilation; and formalization.

Diana B. Mierkiewicz. "Instruotional and Theoretical Implications
of a Mathematical:Model of Cognitive Development."

A non-mathematical summary and analysis of a mathematical model of cog-
_

nitive development created by Saari are presented. The Saari model pro-

vides a representation of the qualitative aspects of cognitive growth

and consists of two major components7-the cognitive structures and the

processes by which they change. Instructional and theoretical implica-'

tions also are dra4n from the model. The area of the teaching of rational

24
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nilmber concepts is used to illustrate the kinds of instructional impli-A

cations defivable from the model. Research literature from this area

is examined as a possible source of empirical Support for these impli-

catiods. At the theoretical level, the Saari model seems to encompass

some of the qualitative aspects of,the theories of Piaget, Gagnd, and

Ausubel. The charactertztics modeled In each theory are discussed.

Suggestions for future research are drawn from the model.

t'4

Nicolas HerscOvics. "A Learding Ilodellor Some Algebraid Concepts.
H4

The article introduces a teaching=learning model (dfdaCtic reveregl) ,

for Constructing the Concept of first4egree equatiOngAn OneJunknown and

for the concept of linear equations in two variables:.

When taught-forially, t4e acquisition of these concepts represenig,..

forTthe-student a problem of accommodatiod'through an assiMilative pro.-

cess by building meaning for the new.algebrait forMacirithe:,basts of

the pupil's existing.tognition. For the cLcept df equations in one
:

un-

known, tbis Is achieved tiy introducing arithmetic identities and trang-

forming them into equations. For the concept of.Ainear equations in two

variables, this implies formalizing the student's concept of the straight

Iine in the Cartesian plane. It fs only,wheri'the algebtbit.forms have

adquired megiiing that reversal is'enc9uraged. : That is, starting noW-

,

fTeM meaningful algebraic forms, the student is asked to find their
.

9
4rithmetic ar geometric representatiOns.

These learning' schemes aWbased on the issuMption that there are

different:modes.of understanding-mathematics and. that their integration

'IA essential:to any'pedagogical presentation. It is for this:purpose

that the:article. reviews three models of understanding,which destribe

types ofItnderstanding of mathematics.

ThomasA. Post,and Robert E. Reys. "Abstraction, Generalization,
and the:Design of Mathematical Experiences for Children."

This paper suggests a:model for conceptualizing mathematical con-

cepts It emphasizes two important aspects-of conceptual developmen

abstraction and generalization.

Thewariability principles suggested by Dienes form the conceptual

framework from which the ideas in this paper emanate. Perceptual

2 5
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variability.was hyp othesized by Dienes to promote abstraction of a ma th-

ematical concept and mathematical variability was similarly hypothesized

to promote' generalization 4f that same concept. The ideas de4e1oped are

'an attempt to provide W conceptual framework within which these psycholog-

ical priaciples can be utilized in the design and iulplementation of in-
.

structional activities within the classroom setting. As will be seen,

the indivd.dual exemplars. are topic or concept specific, although the pro-

cedures for teir development remain consistent, throughojit. These devel-
,

opmental.procedures can be applied to a wide variety of mathematical

concepts.

The fire; part of this paper deals with geveral observations and

concerns regardLng the current disparity between learning theories and

the design of structional settings for children.

.
,

Karen C. Fuson. "Towards a Model for,the Tqaching of Mathematics

as Goal7Directed Activity," ,

A preliminary model of mathematics learning and teaching that is useful'
A.

to elementary school teachers is described. The,theoratical perspective

is that early matheMaticsJearning ronsists of goal-directed activity

sequences which the teacherkgradually helps the child to do.. This per
:,-

spective ig drawn from Soiriet psychologists,.particularly Vygotsky,

Leontiev, and Gal'perin. After the static model is dis m ssed, four

:types of change acrosa time within the learner--mastery, bbreviation,

generalization, and internalization7-are anallyzed. Finally, general im- '

plications for instructiOnere outlined.

James G. Greeno. "Preliminary Steps Toward a Cognitive Model o

Learning Primary Mathematics."

A cognitive theory of learning should have three components: a theory

of the knowledge that students need before they can learn, a thedry of

the knowledge that they have after they have learned successfully, and

a theory of the process of transition. This paper describes the .current*

state of progress toward a cognitive theory of learning elementary addi-

tion and subtraction concepts and aterations. 'Results thus far include

a "del of preschool children's knowledge for counting sets of objects

and models of the procedures that children learn constituting their

2 6
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knowledge of basic addition and subtraction facts. An analysis of-seman-
,

tic struetures 'required to understand basid qrrantitative relation's in
...

addition and subractiOn vord.prOblems has been 'developed: The theoreti7
. .

calproblerti of,learning is discussed, emphaSizing the digtinction.between.

formal.Language of arithmetic andsemantic models oLthe formal:language.

A. Edward Uprichard and E. Ray Phillips. "Intraconcept Analysis of

, Rational Numbers Addition and Subtraction: Indirect Validation

Studies."

The purposes of this paper are thrieefold. First, an analysis of hier-
.

archy validation strategies is presented along with recommendations for

.alternative validation procedures. Second, the authors discuss two'stu-

dies 'employing the use of an indirect, validation strategy. In,bothstu-

dies an intraconcept analysis technique was used to generate an initial-

hierarchy for rational number addition and subtraction. Third, hunches

for sequencing and,teaching these two skill areas derived from the anal-

ysis of the results O're distUtpsed.

Suianne K. Damarin: J'An Organezational Model of Abilities Related

to Inference in Mathematical. Contexts."

For some time reSearchers and Mathematics educators have been con,

cerned.by the poor performance of preservice elementary teachers on rea-

soning tasks. This paper argues that it is necessary to exaMine reason',

ing within the context of elementary mathematics, Ond that errors attrib::

uted to reasoning,may be.errors in interpretation of statements.

Stat'ements about mathematical concepts are classified and organized

by a model in.which equivalent statements are linked by ,translations.

Two types of understanding of statements (constructive.and interpretive)

are identified. Research related tO the model is'summarized, and impli-

cations kor both further researqh and curriculum design are examined.

_

Lars C. Jansson. "Logical ReasOning Learnint.HieratChies."

An explanativn and definition of ordering.theory, a deterministic meas-
.

urement model, ore presented,. This theory is then applied in a repli-

IS\

. .: cation study. and an ektensiOn.study inorder"to constrUct logical. reas-
. --,-,7,,,- : .

oning. learning .heirarchies -based upon.-piaget's sixteen binary combine-

tions.. The'first.study,.Of.50 gtade nine subjects,, atteMpted to

27
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'replicate an earlier.studyof Airasian, Bart, and.Greaney:. The.second

study extended the same investigation to subjects in.:grades seven and:

eleven. Logicel reesonint hierarchies are.presented for all three grade.,

levels and domparisons are mapie with the replicated stOdy.'

Abstractor's Comments

There are severalyery imprevive aspects of this pAilication. It

reflects the cooperative efforts of the ERIC Clearinghouse for ScienCe,

Mathematics, and Environmental Education at Thethio StOte University,

where ii was published as a "Mathematics Education Report," and as Pre=

° yiously noted, The Georgia Center for the Study'of Learning and Teaching

Mathematics. The volume theme of mbdels for learning mathematics is,

certainly important, but seldom addressed.' The readdr will find thought-
')

ful analyses of the ideas of leading scholars like Bruner, Dienes, Gagne,

and 1Piaget. Almost all of the proposed models are insightful and provo

ative. Authors desCribe the foundations, interpretations, and consequen es

bf their models... Most impressive is the fact that each author has,attempted

to corroborate the proposed model by examining,research evidence. Even'

though the proposed'models, which are content-speolfic, are tentative .

amid may change in time, the authors in many cases have developed studies

to-support or refute their models..

pu the .negative'side, the

nesses in editing, and a leek

by (1)' Richards, vho sets the

Riehards-and von Glaserfeld,

work sufferi from uneven( quality, weak-7

of cohesion. Outstanding are the papers
0.

etage for the entirevolume, (2) Steffe,
a

(3) Mierkiewicz, (4) Fuson, (5) UPrehard

'and Phillips, and (6) Janeson. At the other,extreme are.thoee by

(1) Poet and Reye and (2) Damarin. Pest And Reys.propose a two7

dimensional model which focuses on perceptual variability or multiple

embodiments as one dimension and mathematical Nariability as the other.

The.yalue of the Alloidel may be obscurecLby the unimpressive chOices-kor

the-elements of tathemcieal variability. For example, the mathematical

domponents,Of area are.tMe rectangle, Parallelograp, triangle, trapeZoid,

.and other shapes (p. 132)..,-hardly aa'adequate, partiti4ning Of the marh-
e .

ematical coneept of area. The cells of the,matrix are not clearly iden-
%

.tified. Sometimes they are essons, and solaetimes activities, but they\
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are always.identifiedsimply as toPics. :These cells form apartially

,-Ordeted:Setso that some'shOuld beraccomplished befOre,others; for
\ 4

example, teachers should plan to do "Aft-shape cutouts of rectangles

before using a geoboard..' The model beComes even.more confusing when

cells-are nOt drawn (p. 134), the ordering arrows are:omitted (pp. 142,

134, 135), and notes are not connected to a referent (p. 132).

Damarin'has explored the use Of lOgic.by preserVice elementary:

teachers. Her model is a pictOr l'indicatlon of the:equivalence of

mathematical information in th fOrmof a mathematical statement, a

sorting of the replacement set, or ajogicalstatement. She examines

the translation from one form to anoter. Judging a model is a highly

subjective activity, but this reviewer found Damarin's model weak be-

cause it ignores other forms of mathematTcai information and because

it emphasizes special fords. Piciorial,representations such as,graphs

are not considered. Also, she does not distinguish between s)/mbol and

verbal forms. The point is that a major strength of mathematics is,

that Statements, expressions, and concepts have many different forms

or representations. At a given time one.particular form may be more

, usefulthan another. Also, her discussion of logic/appears restricted

to symbolic logic with an emphasis on truth tables. Apparently ignored
7

is the notion that the same ideas could be learned without the calculus

of symbolic logic. Overall, there is a question of how the model ex-
,

plains mathematical learning in the sense adopted by,the other authors.

On balance, the tmportance andvalue of the documeriV far outweigh

ani,weaknesses. Typographical errors crept intorglie document which are

not typical of ERIC publications and a final thapter eviewing and sum-

marizing the several-approaches to models of learn g woUld have been

welcomed, But the important idea'is that a major volume has been pro-
,

duced which carefully describes models 'for learning mathematics. Sev-

eral viable "alternatives have been presented and the focus is on research
-
corroboration of the proposed models. Every graduate program in math-

etatics education would find the volume of interest and useful.

It*



Goldin, 'Gerald- A.. and McClineock, C. Edwin (Eds.)-..TASK VARIABLES IN'
MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM:SOLVING. Columbus, Ohio:. ERIC Clearinghouse for
.-Science, Mathematics and,Environmental,Education, November 1979-2 ERIC:
0'178 366._ -

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by RICHARD E., MAtER,,
University of California, Santa Barbara.

. TASK VARIABLES IN mliligmATtcAL PROBLEM SOLVING.is an outgroWth Of
r . /

a'aonference held.in.May of 1975 in Athens; Georgia, and:sponsored by
. ,

the Problem Solving ProjeccAf theGeorgia CenterJor the Study pf Learn-

,ing.and'TeachingMathematics-- AccOrding_.tdthe editors of this'collabo-..
- .

. rative Volume, two distinct/groups weie formed;af fhe chnference-and are

,represented in this book: "Mthe Task Variables Group7, chaired by
..

Gerald Kulm, focused on the development.of a claasification.System for

. task Variables in story ahd word problems;,.(2) the HeUristics.Group,

chaired hy J. Philip:Smi h,'focused on the development ofa codingsys-

tem for thinking-aloa protocols pf atudents'solutions to story' and'', --7-

word prohlems.
. r

The book consists of 14 main papers (presented in 10,chapters), and
s,

two reaction papers. , Unlike mosi edited'volumee, TASK VARIABLES IN MATH

EMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING is organize4 around a unifying theme. The -

theme is a search for consensus among tesearchers concerning the impor-

tant dimensions along which algebra word problems may differ. The book

.begins by listing the relevant categories of task variables (ih chapters

1 through 5), and then suggests 'applications to research (in chapters 6

thrOugh 8), and applications to teachipg (in chapters 9 and 10). The

book has henefited.from a great deal of collaborative effort and communi-

cation among contributors, sq that it truly represents:a consensus.

The first five papers present the categories of task variables in

mathematiCat'problem solving. The first paper, by Gerald Kulm, provides

an excellent overview for the entire book,Ancluding a' review of previous

systems for classifying task variables

Kr4tetskii, and,others) and an outline
%

varlObles that is described throughoUt"

(by Kilpatrick, Pokya, WiCkelgren;

of the system for classifying cask

this volume. Arding to KulM,

a task variable is "any characteristic of probLem taaks which assumes a

COti
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particular value frqa set of possible values." ,Thus, Kulm showe that

a.task variable may be "numerical" (e.g.., the number Of:words ip,a.p.rob-

lem)., Or "OlassifiCatOry" (e.g.i problem, content area) FurtherMore; Yulm

argues that,research and teachingjn mathematitai.problem eolving Would

benefit if there were a "standardization of vocabulary" or common language

used to describe mathematical word and story,problqms.

Kulm outlinee five major categories.of task variables.that are dis7.

cuseed more fully in subsequent chapters: .(1)..dyntex.variables, sndh es

problem length (e.g., meesUted by the:number Of words in,the probleM);

(2) content variables, such as type of MathethaticelexPression (e.g.,'

measured'as nonomial, quadratic, linear, etc.); -(3) context variablets,

such' ae degree of'praeticality (e.gas measured as applied versus con-
.

'c'rete); (4) structure'variablee, sufh as complexity Of state-sace (e.g.,

as measured by'number of 'blind Alleys or. number4of 4ternative first

moveleand.,(5) heuristic behevior variables, such as the tyie of etrategy

that iivrequired td solve a problem. (e.g.,' aemeasured as "working hack-

wards"or "trial and error" or the like).

.The'second chapter, by Jeffrey'Barnett, provides an informative re-
,.

view of prior research on syntax variables, and provides a More detailed
P

definition and listing of the major categories of syntax Variables. The

majoroategories are! (1) length.variables, inclUding 18 variables such

er o1wôrds, number of numerals, number 'of punctuation Marks, av-

erage Word length; number of WOrds per bentence and SO on; (2)- grammat!-

ical structure variables, including,19 variables such-,as'nuMber Of'Verbs,

number of nouns, noun to verb rationumber of subordinate clauses, num-

ber.'of prepositional phrases,' and so on;-(3) numeral andJoathematical

symbOl variables, including four yarlablest in word form and eo on;
_ .

(4) question sentence variables, including.four variables such as nuMber

of words in question sentence, whether he question sentence appears be-

fore or after the data, and so on; and (5)-sequence variables, including
,

three variables such as whether or not the numbers in the problem appear

in exactly.the same order as needed for problem solving, and sO on. Ex-

amples and recommendations for research and instruction are provided.

'The third chapter, by Norman webb, provides an informative litera-

ture review, and provides detailed definitions'and listings of the major
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categories oOtontent and qontext variables. The major categories of

content variables are: (1) mathematical topic, based bn subject area

. ; such'as ratio, binomial; quadratic, or based On traditional problem

,types such as rate; age, mixture, etc..; (2) field of application, such

as biology, Ch7mistry, physics* etc.; (3) Semantic.Content, based on

key words-Slia-as "greater than" Or-"reduced by" Or "altogether," or

based on matbematical vocabulary. such as "average" or "root Of an aqua-
,

' etc.; (4) problem elements, based on goals such .as "tO find" or

"to prove" or ba761 on givens that are either "conjunCtive" or Nisjunc-

tiVe"; and-(5) mathethatical equipment, such as calcdlator, coMpass, pro
ts

tractor, etc. The major categories of contqxt variables are:, (l). prob-

lem embodimenta, $uch as manipalative, -pictorial, symbolic, verbal, etc..;

(2) verbal context, including distinctions betwee familiar 'Versus un-

familiar,napOlied versus theoretical, concretCI&rsus abatract, fac al

versus hypothetical, etc.; and (3) information format, such as wh ther ,

.,or not there are hints, ot whether the problem is multiple-choi or free-

answer. Examples of these variables are Provided.

'The fourth' chapt4, by Gerald Goldin, introdudes the reader to,state-

space analyses of problems; and offers a classification system for struc-

tural variables. State-space analyses involves breaking a problem down

into a Oven state, goal state; all legal operators, and all possible

intervening states. Most of the examples of state-space analyses in this

chapter come frompuzzle problems such as 'missionaries and cannibals',

or from algebra equations. 'However, the author suggests that the atrOc-
.

tural variables that are listed may be applied to algebra story and word

problema. The major categories of structural variables are: (1) prob-
.,'

lem cimplexity variables, including 11 variables such as total number of

states, number bf blind alleys, numbertif pOisible first moves, and so

on; (2) algorithm or strategy variables, including six variables such as

length of solution flath generated by a particular algorithm or number of

times a particular loop in an aigorithm transversed; (3) initial state

variables, Including three Variables such as number of parentheses, num-

ber of occurrences of any particular operation, and number of equations

and unknowns; (4) symmetry and subproblem variables, including six vari-

ables such as number of elements in the symmetry group; and (5) problem
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relationship variables, inpluding two variables such as existence of an

isomOrphism-between prOblem state spaces.

Chapter 5, by. C. Edwin McClintock-, provides a reView of research'

on heuristic processes including.an exatination.of protocol tcoring,sYs-
.

tems by ,Kilpatrick, by Lucas, by Kantowski,'and by Blake, ag well as a

list of heuristics,. The litt of heuristics includes: . (1) technique

for understanding the problem, (2)-.techniques for selecting a problem

representation, (3) techniques for exploiting a problet representation,

and (4) techniques for utilizing alterhative representations. The paper

includes many exatples of these heurisitict with respett to slgebra word

and story Problems.
0

The next'two papers summarize research rePortS Concerning the.role

of context, content, And syntax variables. Chapter 6i, by Gerald Goldin

andJanet Chldwell, reports a large-scale study that compares the perform-

ance of children in grades 4 through 12 on soliiing four types of problems:

(1) abstractfactuál.problems, (2) concrete-factual problems, (3) abstract-

1hypothetical prOblems, and (4) concrete-hypothetical problems. Abstract

word.problems describe:symbolic objectS such as, "The number 33 is

given.,."; concrete word problems Aescribe real situations such as, "Jane

has 32 gumdrops.:.". Factual word problems uSe definite descriptiong tuch

as, "Jane has five more than twice as.many, so she 'has 17 dolls"; hypo-
..

thetical word problems Use tentative descriptions such as, "If Jane had

five more than twice as many, she would have 17 dolls." The results in-

.dicated that for all age groups, concrete probIems weie easier to solve

than abstract problems, and for the older age groupa, factual problems

were easier than hypothetidal problems. This provide6 strong support

for the claim that syntax, content, and context variables exert an influ-

ence on students' problem-solving performance.. Similarly, Chapter 7A,

by William Waters, reports a concept learning study in which the concrete-

ness of the stimuli influenced problem-solving.performance.

The next four iapers report,research studies involving protocol anal-

yses. -Chapter 7B, by Harold Day.; compared the problem-solving protocols

of students solving problems with simple structure versus problems with

complex structure. In general, systematic trial-and-error waS used more

often on complex than :simple problems, whereas 'deductive algorithmic

4-
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-15p. approaches were used on more simple problems than Complex problems.

Chapter 7C, by George Luger, examined-subjectS' performance on the Tower

of Hanoi problem, and on transfer between isomorphs of this problem.

Chapter 8A, by Fadia Harik, examined subjects' protocols' involving
, .

textbook-like algebra story problems, 4me major finding Was that sub-
,:

jects tended to employ trial-and-error Strategies rather.than deductive

strategies. Chapter 8B, by John Lucas, MaryGrace Kantowski, Nicholas

Branca, Howard Kellogg, Dorothy Lldberg, and.J. Philip Smith, presents

a detailed coding system for thinking-aloud protocols. The coding sysp.

.tem,has been field-tested, has been developed by consensus among a group

of researchers, and even seems to be.used,with some reliability. The

system consists of a list.of 14 heuristic processes, such as "drhW a

diagram" or "test speiial cases," and approximately two dozen actions,

such as '.'reads problem" or "summarizes information"; in addition, the

coding system includes symbols conterning outcomes, questions, errors,

and punctuation. The system allows a researcher to take any problem-

solving protocol,as input, and to generate a list of symbols (based on

.the.coding dictiouary) as output.

The final three papers in the book explore instructional applica-

tions of the task variables approach to mathematicAl problem solving.

Chapter 9, by Janet Caldwellt suggests some instructional objectives for

solving'single-operation wOfF problems (i.e., sixth-grade level) and for

solving ratio or proportion word problems (i.e., Algebra I Level). Ex-
.

amples of objectives include: "recognizing two problems having differ-
'

ent dtmmar and syntax as mathematically the same" (syntaxivariables);
4 ,

"recjignizinOcey word and stating the associated arithmetic operation"

(content. variables), "recognizing two problems having different contextual

embodiments as mathematically the same" (context variables), and "recog-

nizing that essential information is missing" (structure variables).

Chapter 10A, by George Luger, distinguishes between "routine problems"

(such as river,'flmouey, or age problems), And "non-routine problems"'

(such as tick-tack-toe or Tower of Hanoi). In addition, the author pro--

videt examples of how. instructitpn for each type of problem can serve to

highlight the structure of the problem. Chapter 10B, py Alan Schoenfeld,-

reviews some techniques for teaching problem-solving heuristics to mathe-

matics students.

4
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The book closes with two thouihtful "reaction papers." .The first;

by Max Jerman, stateLthat the objectiVe of,this book is to help res,earch-

ers reaCh a consensus'on a standard vocabulary and definition of problem

categories. Jerma6)agree6 that this volume has been:successful in dis-

tinguishing task-variables based on syntax, content, and context, but

he seems to have reServations concerning the useability of the state-

'space analysis of problem structure or the protocol coding system for

problem-solving heuristics. The second reaction, by Jeremy Kilpatrickl

commends the books' contributors lor 'helping to develop a taXonomy of
,

problem types and a system for describini how different types of problems

are solved.

Abstractor s Comments

TASK VARIABLES IN MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING represents my ideal

of what an edited volume should"be. The book is unified around a coinmon

theme, rather than being a fragmented collection of individual papers.

The book involves much discussion and collaboration among authors, rather

than a collection of independent, unrelated statements. The book attempts

to provide a common language for researchers in the field, rather than

having some nebulous', vaguely stated purpose. The authors and the editors

are to be commended for their-success in producing a.useful edited volume.

The goal of TASK VARIABLES IN MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING was to

reaCh consensus among the mathematics education community concerning how

to cdtegorize or describe word and story problems, and how to describe'

students' problem-solving protocols. Whire the book has made some prog-

- ress, Including fine yeviews of previous categorization systems, It re-

mains to be seen whether researchers will actually embrace the system

spelled out in this book.

Readers may find that the,variables concerning problem represents-

tion.(i.e., syntax, content, and context variables) are more understand-
.

able than the variables concerning problem solution (i.e., structure and

heuristic variables). In particular, in this book heuristic variables

are portrayed as.potentially independent-variables in problem-solving

research (i.e., a characteristic of the task), whereas heuristics are

more commonly seen as dependent variables (i.e., characteristics of the

35
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problem solver's behavior). Similarly, the.analysis of structure'vari-

ables makee assumptions concerning hoW the problem-solver will represent

and search.through the Problem space; as such, this analyais goes beyond

a straight-forward analysis of the task. 'Readers.may also have some dif-
,

ficulty in applying the protocol scoring system or structure analysis to

their.own problems, since manydetails are left out. 'A:"howto" mantilp

is needed.

Another general probleckis that the book is based largely on a log-
,

ical task analysis that does not take full advantage of empirical work

in the psychology Of problem solving. For example, in_describing cate-

gories of pro.blem types, more advantage could have been taken of empiri-

IL
cal work by Hinsley, Hayes d.:Simon (1977), or by Riley and,Greeno

(1978), or byMayer (1981). ley. and Greeno's work has shown that arith-

metic word problems that share the s'ame arithmetic form may differ psy-

chologically *to the student depending on whether two setikare merged,
,

one set is added to another,,oi two sets are competed. Similarly, Mayees

analysis of.story problems in 1?igh school textbooks indidated that there

are many psychologically distinct varieties of qDRT" problems or "river

current" problems, etc.

An additional probleM is that the book does not take advantage of

theoretical work in the psychology of problem solving. All author's,

with the exception of those discussing state-space analysis, focus largely

on the loA gical task of building a sort of "non-theoretical" framework.

An ultimate goal, however, should be to integrate the role of problem

representation (e.g., syntax, context, and content) and the role of

problem-solving processea and algorithms (e.g., structure6 and heuristics)

into a unified theory of mathematical problem solving._ For example,

Resnick and Ford's (1981) The Psychology of Mathematics for Instruction

calls,for a unified theory.

Finally, ln addition to proposing a common language for task Vari-

ables, this volume suggests implicationsjor research and instruction in

maEhematical'problem solving. My.fear is that the framework discussed

in this book Will be applied directly Co researCh and instruction, with-

oubenefit of any underlying theoretical thought. In particular, 1 fear

that researa in the future will aim for describing.how each *of the major

3 6
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task variables affects problem-solving performance. Me may see research

questions Such as, "Does concreteness affect solution time?" or "Does

field of application of probleMs affect proportion correct respontes?"

While such research is a useful component, the future focus of research

*should be on how task variables affect performance (i.e., what is going

on inside the student's head). I also fear that the framework in-this

volume will be directly applied to the design of Instruction, without'

appropriate supporting research. For example', one of the suggested in-

structional objectives based on the current analysis is to teach students

to recognize "key words" such as "altogethee means "add," etc. .It is

exactly this senseless approach to representing problems that lies at

the heart of many errors in problem solving; Research is needed to de-
.

termine the effects of instructional objectives that focus on teaching

students how to understand problems as compared to short-cut cricks

that emphasize correct answers. In summary, if we could under9tand

the cognitive.processes involved in mathematical problem solving, we

would be better able to understand why problelit' representation influences

performance and to understand how to teach subjects to deal effectively

with a variety of problems.
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Hiebert, James. COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING LINEAR MEASUREMENT.
Journal for Research in Mathematics Education 12: 197-211; May 1982.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by ALAN R. OSBORNE,
The Ohio State University..

1. Purpose

The intent of fe study was to examine whether certain cognitive ,

-developmental- capacities are required tO learn basic.concepts and skills

in measurement. The two capacities examined were logical ability, spe-

cifically conservation and transitivity, and information processing

ability. 1

2. Rationale

Task analysis of the learning associated with linear measurement

suggests that children need to acIpuire contral of conservation and tran-

sitivity prior to ledrning linear measurement. Hiebert uses the.failure

of numerous studie6 to demonstrate this necessary condition vo justify

examination of the learning in the setting of a teaching experiment.

Helurther notes that a possibly significant variable is the amount of

'information that a learner must retain and use in dealing with conser-.'

vation and transitivity tasks; hence, information concerning the

learner's capa6ility tO process information in an instiuctional setting

should be examined for the teaching experiment to reveal, whether con-
.

1servation and transitivity are necessary readiness conditions.

,14

3. Research Design and Procedures

: Hiebert pretested 137 first-grade children in order ta select 32

having appropriate charaCteristics for the 2x2 design matrix for the

twa variables of high/low logical ability and high/low information pro-

cessingcapacity. A linear measurement pretest was used.to eliminate

students who already exhibited any of the behaVicirs to e taught in the

experiment, Logical'ability we:a measured utitng conservation tasks

adapted from Inhelder and Sinclair and transitivity.tasks adapted from

Smedslund. High-ability children had to e*hibit both conservation and

-itansitiVitY in linear settings; lowability children, neither,

38
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Information processing ability was measured by asking subjects to re eat

in revyse order a series of digits that they had just heard.. Chil ren

who could accurately respond for a least seven out of ten tasks for three-

digit spans were classified as high ability. Pretedting Was concluded

when eight subjects were found for each cell.

Four lessons were taught individually to each child. The lessons

concerned: (1) comparing.and..ordering two lengths, -(2) constructing 1.

discrete representation of a given,length,. .(3) iterating units and repre-

senting a length numerically, and (4) the inverse relationship:between

unit size and unit number. The 107 to 15-minute instructionatTeriod

fioreachlesson.consisted ortwo or three problems.on thetopid.' Each

problem prdvided an assespMent measure for the measurement 'earning.

In addition each lessonhad d'Oost-instructional task that required inte-

,gration Of the single concepts.or skills_that had served-as the 'basis for'

eathinbblem The investigator and One of two trained -observers evalu-,'

ated the-performande of each ild with suitable levelS of in4r-rater

agreement on'performance.

The hypotheses con ning the yatia les of logical abilityand of

information processing c city Were anal d .using different partition-

ings of the same perforManCe data and, us, recognized as not statisti-

cally independent. TWo-way Analysts of ariance.wae used :to test for .

main'effects as well As interactive effe ts7fdr the variables.
;

4. Findings

When tasks that had been identified as specifically dependent on

logical reasoning ability (eight of thirteen were used as the basis of

analysis, the data indicated that logical reaso ng accounted for .23%

of the variance in performance, but neither info mation processing abil-

ity as a main effect or interaction was significant. For a second vari-

able concerned with measu ement techniques'not possessing an Apparent

, the information processing

variable was significant, with the low p performing better than the

high griup: Nb main effect for logical ability or interaction effect

Was observed.

The four post-instructional tasks that required integrationof

dependence on conPervation o

39



ideas.and-skills treated separately-in the_problems of each lessen were
,

N:analyzed as a performance measure thatiWould be more likely to be related

to the information processing variable,. This varia e was not signifi-

cant it' accounting for differences in perfordance; ilowever, thelogical

ability variable accounted for 31%- of the differeae in.performance.
. .

,

5. Interpretations

,Hiebert oi)served that "There are too many children.in this study
,

who failed the Piagetian tasks and still acquired appropriate measure-

mentatrategies tpl advocate using these as readiness faske.." Observing

that children's 4olution procedures de not_match.the struCtural logic
. -

of problems, he discusses types of simple skills and techniques thin
,

allow children to bypass the logical structure Of someHmeasureMent

tasks.

The failure to find significant effects of the information process-

ing variable was diseussed in terms of the lack of similarity between

the digit span task and.the measurement activities, with the suggestion

being made that information processing measures should be made in a

context of,greater similarity with the learning
N
tasks. AlehoUgh con-

. .

sidering the possibility that the learning tasks and assessment measures

were'not of sufficient complexity for information processing to repre-
. .

seat a significant variable affecting performance, Hiebert argues that

(--/m
- context-specific measures of information processing capacity are needed

for future research.

Abstractor's Comments

Identification of Information processing Capacity as a major con-

fusing factor'in understanding how young children cope'with using con-

servation.and transitivity defines a research problem of difficulty and.

significance in unberstanding how measurement is learked. Information

processing capacity is at best nebulously-defined to involve factors of

encoding, storage, manipulation, and retrieval of informatien. These

factors all seem to be involved in the- logic,inherent in the'use and

understanding of conservation and transitivity. A major difficulty in

using the reverse digit span tasks as the measure of the infermation

4 0
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proces.06g CaPaCity variableiin the context of this stusfYlisthat theSe
...'

samejactors only appear:to be involVed in the digit Span memory task. I,

That'is to;saythe ineffable involvement Of-information piOcesaing,in

smeasUrement'is matched by:the 2ack..ol specificity and preCisiOn in :des7%

cribing its involvement in repeating*cligits in reverseordet. tliere

a general ability or capacity:of'informatiOn,processing? ,,Or Ate we

simply looking for evidence of how memory,operates when we':Want to kriow

whether.. (a)-enco4ing hasi;een sUccessfUl and (b) retrieval ok single'

ideas or ideas inCombinatiOn is a factor in using cdpegtVatOn:an4/or

transitivity? ..I baye the feelinethat wedb tot know what'the digit -
.

.span task Measures;.it seem6 mote of a symptom than *dIrect measure of

inforMatiOn:pLOcessing capacity.

The Study was wellOonteived and is'clearly,desdibed.' EXpensive

in terms of time because of the individual teaching and assessment inter-
_- ,

. :. .
,, viewsi, it representaa very Oareful,analysis of how young children1,46A1 .

4i. ..,,..

with liftax.-MeasureMent.' Even, with thaheavy investment.of timei'i woUld,

,trust tharesults Morell mote-tiMe-had;been invested ln,instkuctiOnt;' '

..Tento fifteen minUteseach Ofthe four:measurement tOpicsjs quite±_.
, , - .

limited giVen thOlature ofthe skills and.understandings involve
,. -!,

-although the data do indicate thechildren learned-.
,

Of particuiar note is the quality of aiebettlii analysis of,the

consiatenciA between Childr.enIsl-SolULon proCedures and,the lOgtd iphet

ent in the structare'of measurement tasks. The analysis tarries an

tent missage for_those wbo:Would'use inappropriate.readiness tasks to

proteCt children.fromlearning Situations,
.

,
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Lean, Glen And Clementai'M. A. 'MO.' SPATIAL ABILITY:VISUAL IMAGERY.,
AND MATHEMATICAL-pERFORMANCE. EdUcationalStudies in MathematiCs 12:

267-299; August,1981:..

.Abstract and comments prepared.for I.M.E. by J. LARRY MARTIN,
Missouri Southern State-College.

1, ilUtpOse
-

The4purpose of the.study was to determine.i) whether a person!s

1"preferrecf mode Of processing mathemaricaI information" could be opera-.

tionally defined and-reliably measured.And ii) the nature7nf the rela-

tionships amorig this preferred mode, spatial ability, and .mathematiCal-

A3erformance,

Rationale

Among mathema4cins and mathematica eduCators:there is some ex-=

pectation that apatial ability, mentalA.magery, and matheffiatical per-

formance are interrelated,- ThOpaper begins with aeVeral 41ustration

of why one.might have suchexpectations, but reports that'researchre-

aults ate not definirive. HOWeyer, the main-thrust of this study is

toward information4prOcessing style and:its-bearing on matheth1 atical-per-,
.4

formance.' Can:studenta be'categorized,on a 'Preferred mode of process-.

ing mathematical -information' -scale from verballogical to visual? If

they can and it style affects perfortance, then, assuming teacheis can

inflUenCe thought pro6OSses, 'implications fOr furtherresearch and.ult-,

imAtelyteaching would be 'numerous.

. Research Design and Procedures:-

The samOle conaisted of 116 first7year engineering stddenis At the

University ofTechnology, Lae, Papua New Guinea. Their mean age was

19.6 years.: All but two of the simple were male. -The basis fOr selec-

tion:intO the sample isnot stated.

'EaCh participant receive&A,battery.of five spatial testa during
-

the first two weeka Of their cOUtaeof study in two twoAlbur sesaions.

_During'the third week anotber'two-boutestinvsessiOn consisted of
- .

mathematics teat 4nd an associatedAdestionnafre developed by Suwarsono
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and modified for this in*estigation. The mathematidal problemstre-

deemed suitable for secondary pupils in7,Auttralian 'schools. The atSOdi-

ated questionnaire describes.different- Methods coMmonly used by students

After attempting solutiong in the.mathematics test, studentt indicate '

which (if any) of the commonly Used methods they used. -It.is thia modi

fied questionnaire which was used fp operationalize the construct 'pre-
.

1

ferred modo,of procossing mathematical information' on an 'analyticality-

visuality''scale.

Subsequent to the mathematics test and preference qUestionnaire,

'ten students.were individually-interviewed to determine their preferred

methods of solving the problems n the mathematics test. Interviewers

were not cognizant of the stude tstpreviouSwritten.respori!es. inter-
)

view results w e'comparedto the questionnairtresults.

Vinally,durin their regular course of study participants received

two additional tests, one a 'Pure' Mathematics'teSt and the other an

'Applied' Mathematic! test. The 'Pure' Mathematids test required manip-

ulation bf algebraic, trigonometric, and vector
,
expressions. The 'Ap-

,k

plied'"Mathematics test contained'problems from elementary medhanics.

Multiple regression analysis used these last two measUres (i.e.,

'pure' and 'applied' scores) as dependent variablbs an4 the five spa--
6

.tial tegts together with the modified Suwarsono instrument as possible'

-predictor-variableS. ,For the regression analysis with the !Applied'

Mathematics as-the dependent variable, 'Pure' Mathematics was also in-

cruded as A possible_predictor:

4. Findings

As mentioned earlier, preferred mode of processing mathematical

information was judged for ten students by interviewers, independent

of the SuWarsono results.. Four of.the fiVe students classified as
.

'analytic' by the interviewers ranked 1, 2i 3, and 4 on the analyticality-

visuality tcale as assessed by the Suwarsono instrument,, The ono student

classified as visual by the interviewers was ranked 10 on the. Suwarsono

instrument.

0
Chi-tquare tests for normality were applied to each predictor var4

1'
idble to deterMine whether distributionswere sufficiently close to normal

N,
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to justify use in the regression analysis. Each proposed predictor

proved satisfactory, in this regard. Because a correlatiOn of .70 be-
,

tween two of the spatial tests posedpoSsible multicollinearity prob-

lems, the tWo were collapsed.into one.variable defined as the sum of
/ .

the two scores. 'Nis left, theh, six predictor variables.

These six predictors together contributed 22% of the variance in.

the 'Pure' Mathematics test scores. The strongest single contribuxing

factor was the 'preferred mode of processing mathematics information'

obtained from 9te modified Suwarsono questionnaire. It contributed 9% .

of the variance and was the only predictor variable whose estimated

standardized coefficient was different'from zero.
.

.The MathematiCs test Storewas added as a possible pre-

dictor of.performance othe MathematicateSt, making Seven'

predictors for'the dependent variable 'ApplieW Mathematics. TOgether,

these predictors contribui'ed to 39% of.the'variance
.

ematiCs test-scores .'Pure'" MathematiCS.Was the heaviest-contributor,

accounting for/29%. The.next heaviest contributor was one'of the s0a=--

' tial testa with only 4%.. 4'Pure' Mathematics:Was. the only prediceor var-

. iable with'a standardized:coefficient differing significantly from zero..

As a result of 4 factor analYsis of all the variables, predictor

. and,dependent, the author identified four factors. He identifies them

as: 'mathematics' factor., a 'spatiall' factor, a 'mathematical'proces-

sing' factor, and a 'reasoning' factor.
,

Interpretations if

Both the multiple regression analysis and factor analysis indicate

that 'preferred method of processing mathematical,information' is a

tinct component of cognition and that the $uwarsono instrument provides

a promising meanSof measuring it Students preferring verbal-logical

'means of processing mathemat4el information tended to outperform those

Preferring more visual-Approaches on the mathematics teatsand, surpris-

:ing enough, even On the spatial tests. Spatialtdtilitand knowledge

of spatial-conventions had little influence on mathematical performance.

The preient study is'in apparent conflict with other studies which indi-
,

,cateNpositive relatiqnships between-spatialability and mathematical
,

4 4
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performance and/or the desirAbility of visual processes for solving

mathematics probleMs.-, The investigator,proposeWthe cOnflict could be
7

,

due to the routine nature of,the 1Pure' and 'Applied' Mathematics tests .

Other relevant_siudies have mostly'emphasized non-routine-problems.

:The author cautions, also, that many non-mathematical variable's "such

as student motivation, work habits, teaching,- and language/Competence"

(p. 296) could,contribute to mathematical performance. /

'Abstractor's Comments-

,
This investigation'is well-planned and clearly reported. However,

there are a few questionsrihat one could ask. For examPle, the partici-
' ri t

pantt "were 116 entrants into.the Engineering foundation year at the'

University ..." (p. 278). Did theSe 116 comprise the entire entering

class or were they, . selected from a larger group? If-so, how?

Other questions-revolve around the investigator's interpretation

of why Students prefrring verbal-logical modes of processing outper-

formed students preferring visual modes, especially considering that . --

these4eSults were not expected nor consistent with previous studies

(Moses,1977,.1980; Webb, 1979). The investigator-proposed that the ,

_discrepancy was duSto the rout-the nature of the problems ..The differ-

ence in:-the difficulty of the problems certainly could have an effect

on the results. The-lnvestigator suggests that the more verbal-logical

student is able "to cast awaY unnecessary '.conorete' details"

(p. 295). Thelimore visual student "tends to retain as part of his

thinking, unnecessary 'concrete' details' (p. 295). Retaining these,

"unnecessary" concrete details, then,.actually-hinders abstraction when

abstraction would provide the most efficient means to the solution.

This interpretation seems feasible. However, if ii is true, wouldn't

one expect the verbal-logical student also to outperform the visual on

non-routine problems as well? Wouldn't "unnecessary" concrete details

still be present on non-routine problems? But the previoUsly cited

studies reported that students preferring visual processing modes out-

performed the verbal-logical students. Thus, the investigator's inter-

Pretation:is not very satisfying,

Most questions stimulated by atudying this inVestigation deal with

45



issues outisde its scope. ThiS iS characteristic of a good study.. A

natural follew-up study would' be one using non-routine. prOblems. Stu-.

dents in this stUtlY had a mean age of :A7ound 20. CSn we idoIate and

measure'e 'preferred mode of processing thathematical information' at

earlier ages?' Ts thatpreferred Mode stable.across age? Is it or .can

it be influenced by teachers? As the author states., further research

is needed to clarifythe characteristics of .thelpreferred Mode' trait.
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Abstraceand comments prepared for I.M.E. by DOUGLAS T. OWENS and ROSITA
TAM, University of.British Columbia.

.4

1. Purpose-,.

. In this stUdy, the authors related Piaget's definttion of opera-

tional thinking to the numerical strategies of children. The purpose

of the study was to 'specifY the'relationship between-logical and nu-

merical Structures by"examining the process used by operational arid
7

preoperational children in solving simple addition and subtraction

problems" (p. 180).

2. Rationale

The authors state that in spite of attempts to apply developmental

and learning theories'to arithmetic teaching and curriculum, many chil-

dren Still fail arithmetic as early as first grade. This failure has

usually been attributed to competence and performance factors. The

authors cite several studies to support their view that there exists a

strong relationship between arithmetic achievement and the logical cOn-

ctete operational stage. Since the operational stage has usually been

defined as the ability to perform conservation tasks in these studies,

the authors contend that an investigation is,needed tO establish the

operational stage of a childnot only in conservation tasks, but also

in seriation and classification tasks.

- 3. Research Designs and Proctres

The experiment was conducted for a five-week period. The sample

was selected,from 38 children who had completed the first grade. Cri-

teria for selection were based on results from classification, seria-

tion, conservation, and ordinal correspondence tests. "The final sample

consisted of eighteen middle class children, ranging in age from 6.7 to

7.6 years" (p. 180). The preoperational group included nine children

classified at Stage 1 in all four tests; the operational group included



nine children classified at Stage 3 in all four tests.

Six types of problems involving addition and subtraction were

signed:

. a + b-m
. 4. a - b

2. a + c a - c

3. + b m c 6. 1 - b.= c

The arithmetic testing was tiven individually. The experiMenter

intervened and provided cues or assistance in the case of failure.

Every good answer was considered valid if it was maintaineda week later,

when similar problems of each type were given to all children.

In order to'identify the-processes Used, the method of Newell and

Simon (1972) was applied to the behavior of the children solving the

various addition andsubtraction problems. The formalism of the produc-
.,.

tion-system was used to define these processes. -.The pro,pocol analysis

focused on a study of the main characterlstics of the numerical strate-

gies to establish a production system for each child. These strategies

"included the use of the properties of the sequence of natural numbers,

. the physical repreaentation of numbers and counting, and the recourse

to addition and subtraction tables" (p. 183).

No statistical test-was applied to the data. The authors cofitend

that "it did not seem relevant to apply statistical tests tothe data"

(p. 184) due to the fact that help was given to all children during the

problem polving and subsequent correct responses were included in the

data.

4. Findings

In addition and subtraction problems, the performance of the oper-

ational group was superior to that of the preoperational group. Eight

of the operational children were capable of analyzing the relationships

between the terms of an operation in oider to select an efficient etrat-

egy in five out of the six types of problems. Almost half thSe preopera-

tional children showed this ability in four out of the six types of prob-

lems. The majority oi the operational children and almost half the pre-
',

operational children were able to create more than one efficient produc-
.

tion for each type of problem.

4 8
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:(
"Some children in the twp groups extended their comprehension of

'the ordinal.end cardinal aspects of numbers by associating addition and,

subtraction operations with the movement from one position tckanother

(counting) along the, sequence of natural numbers" (p. 190. "Preopera-

tional children .,. resort to external memory (e.g., fingers or bliacks)

more often than their'counterparts. Operational children show a better

knowledge of addition and subtraction tables and seem to make more effi-,

_cient uselof them than preoperational children" (p. 195). "In both

groups, some chilctien revealed a good comprehension of the additive comT.

position of numbers" (p. 190), such as the meaning of addition or sub-
- .

traction as the inverse. Operational children checked their answers

more frequently, which proved to be very useful where one of the terms

a or b was to be found.

5. Interpretations

The authors concluded that "concrete operational thought, as defined

by the ability to classify, to seriate, to conserve number and to estab-

lish ordinal correspondence between two series, is sufficient for success

in basic operations on numbers"-'(p. 195). The'fact that alriost hal of

the preoperational children in the sample used stratigies showing Opera-

tional characteristics led the authors to conclude that "numerical struc-

tures are constructed before or at least concomitantly with class and

relation structures" (p. 194). Moreover, sinée almost half of the pre=

operational children performed well'in addition and subtraction problems,

the authors "question the relevance of concrete operational thought as a

competence ,factor related,to mathematical learning" 1q5).

Abstractor's Comments

The uthors are to be commended for a most thorough study of the

relationship between Piaget's claims about number developmenfand arith7

metic operations on natural numbers as seen inschool curricula. Many.

studies have shown global correlations between Piagetian conservation

and arithmetic,achievement. 'This study, revealecLactual thinking pro-

ceases, as'cletermined by individual interviews with minimal interven-

tion, of children at Ole preopetational and concrete operationhl stages.
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To be in the former group a child had to be preoperational.on- four dif-

ferent tasks atid to be in thp latter group,a child was required to ex-

, hibit operational thinking on all four tasks. 'This is a well-designed
. ,

carefully executed study of an interesting quetitton.

I found the.report of the study difficult tcrread. FiT example,

the meanings of such phrases as "additive composition of humbers"and

'movement from one position to another along the sequence of natural

-numbprs" were difficult to discein. The thorough report of the analy-

sis (a strong point) was encumbered with fairly technical symbolism

wilich was not clearly explained. ,The authors used the term "problems",

an amiAguous term, to describe the six types of addition and subtrac-

tion equations.
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Noelting, Gerald. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROPORTiONAL REASONING AND THE
RATIO CONCEPT. PART I - DIFFERENTIATION OF STAGES. Educational Studies

in Mathematics 11: 217-253; May 1980.

Noelting, Gerald. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROPORTIONAL REASONING AND THE
RATIO CONCEPT. PART II - PROBLEM-STRUCTURE AT SUCCESSIVE STAGES:
PROBLEM-SOLVING STRATEGIES AND THE MECHANISM OF ADAPTIVE RESTRUCTURING.
'Educational Studies in Mathematics 11: 331-361; August 1980.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by JUDITH THREADGILL-SOWDER,
Northern Illinois University.

1. PurpOse

In Part I the Author sought to determine' and confirm hierarchical

stages in the development of the concept of proportional reasoning.

Having succeeded, he devoted Part II to the description and analyses of

these stages.

2. Rationale

From the perspective of work on advanced organizers', eSiablishing

a relationship between concepts of hierarchical construction and adaptive

restructuring is necessary. Extensive previous work at Laval University

has allowed the working out of various stages of development of the con-

cept of proportional reasoning, with interpretation of strategies at

each level. This work is summarized through the research presented in

.these articles.

3. Research Design and Procedures

Part I: The Experiment

A 29-item test was given to 321 students, ages 6 to 16. For each

item, the students were shown two boxes, A and B, in which there were

p1ast4c cups, some filled with orange juice and some with water. The

experimenter pretended to mix the orange juice and water into a large

container beside each box. Students were to tell which mixed drink (if

'either) would have the stronger arange flavor and give an explanation

for the answer. For'example, in Item I, 10,1) vs. (1,3), three glasses

of orange juice were to be mped with one glass of water in A, and one

glass or orange juice was to be mixed with three glasses of water in B.

. 51



Students either j,assed or failed each item'.

*, Part I

? Frequency4fIlOccess for each item was used to order die items

according to difficulty. A scalogram was made and analyzed. The re-

sulting "perfect",hierarchical scale of items was grouped into cate7

gories of items of the* sad kind, according.to'defined criteria. Sub-

jects who passed one item of a category but failed items id the next

category were grouped and the groups compared for age distribution

using the KolmogoroV-Smirnov test. Operational levels were then as-

signed to the stages, following the Piageiian chronology of develop-
,

ment. Three intuitive stages, two concrete operational stages, and

two formal operational stages, were found. (Typical protocols for

each stage are illustrated in the original article.) Finally, a fac-

tor analysis was performea on the overall results, yielding six fac-L

tors, verifying six of the seven dtages found in the structural anal-

ysis or items.

Part II: . First-Order Treatment of Results

The particular problem structure at each stage was determined

and expressed in mathematical form, and the problem-solving strategies

used at each stage were characterized. Two alternate strategies oc-

curring at each.stage were "between" and "within" strategies. In a

"between" strategy, a ratio is complicated or simplified in order to

compare it with the.other ratio. This ultimately reads to the common
'

denominator algorithm. In a "witbin" strategy, division is used to

form a'quotient for each ratio which can be compared to 1. This strat-

egy ultimately.leads to percentages.

Example) Stage II B, higher concrete operational, is 'deierMined'

by success.at problems expressed as "Equivalence*class'of ratio .(a,b)."
.

A student given the problem expressed as (1,2)'Va, (2;4) said that,thei

drinks would taste equally of orange.juica "because both thejiroportion,

of water and juice have been doUbled:" This is cdnsidered a "beti46en"
,

strategy, mathematically expressed as m(a,b) (Ma,Jilb). A seCond stUr-

dent; gfven the problem (4,2) vs. (6,3),.chose equality because "In A,'
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4 glasses of juice for 2* glasses of water, it is equal to B when there

ate 6 glasses of juice for 1 glasseeipf water." This is a "within"

strategy symbolized as a

In the final part of the first-order treatment, the strategies at

each stage were analyzed and shown to be embedded in strategies at suc-

cessive levels.

Part III: Second-Order Treatment of Results

In this epistemological treatment, mechanisms for passing from one

stage to another were examined. Two periods of restructuring were des-

cribed, each containing four phases or stages. Period I is characterized

.by between stage mechanisms as follows: differentiation of fitst And

second terMs, differentiation of within and between relations; and finally W
the integration of relations, giving rise to ctcepts of'tatio and quan-

tity. Between stage mechanisms in.Period II are: differentiation of

terms inside a pair, differentiation Of the operations of aadition and

multiplication (leading to'the formal operations'stage), and differenti-

ation and integration of algebraic and logical operations:

It 16 noted that developMent'between phases is qualitative, involv- .

ing restructuring of a strategy, wheriaS development within a phase is,

quantitative, involving extension of a scheme to quantitatiVe variations.

Conceptual development is.thus bidlmensional rather than linear, coere-

sponding to the two aspects of training, namely understanding and.exercise

Abstractor's Comments

Part I of this fine pair of articles is all one could expect of a
4

report on,a first-rate research study. Part II islagnaippe.

The study is firmly based. on the author's knowledge of and involve-.

meneIn research.on th evelopment of the concept of proportion, and on

his acknowledged backgouna With the Genevan tradition. It is unusual

to find a- study so thoroughly Piageiian but 'which employs a.variety of

empirical.
research techniques to arrive at and substantiate claims made

in Plagetian terms. The protocols Included, although a bit lengthy ando

repetitious, assist the teader in understanding the characteristic be-,
,...

haviour of children at each stage.

'Part II, particularly the last half, requires concentrated reading,-



The reader is rewarded, however, with a greater insight into tbe devel-
,

opment of children's understanding of an important mathematictil concept,

and of the hierarchy of mechaniSma and-itrategies used during this de-

velopment .

Two points made.bibthe,author are worth special mention. First,

the methodology for.this study has been ,specified in detail, becaUse

in the past there has been nd clearly defined methodology specific to

develspmental research. It is my opinion that this work will serve as

a Adel ,to others interested in developmental 'researeb,

The second point made,is that, from a pedagogical point of view,.

the "within" 'strategy is more dffective than -the "between" Strategy.

This point bears more study, since the "between" strategy is more cdni-

monly taugbt in the U.S.



//bwston, Ronald D. SYSTEMATIC COMPUTATIONAL ERRORS AND ACHIEVEMENT IN
ELmm.r.NTARY MATHEMATICS. Albertaloprnal of Educational Research, 27:
114-120; Aine 1981.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by CAROL A. THORNTON,
Illin4s State University.

1.. Purpose

The purpose of the study was to study the relationtWip'between

systematic compUtational errors and achievement ein addition, subfrac-

tion, and multyiplication.

2. Ratidn4le

CoMpuiational errors occur.at all levels-Of achievement in elemen-

tary mathematics (Ashlock,1976),/.yet no retearch.appears, to''have been

/done Which relates the kind of cmputational &ror H3upils make to the

level of achieVement:

3. ,ReSearch Design and Protedures

Subjects 'in a sample of 60 fifth-rgrade Indian children, living on

three reservet in New Brunswick, were given the Algorithm Assessment

Test used by the Provincial Department of Education. This is a 200-item

diagnostic test assessing' ciomputational skill in addition, subtraction,

14 for subtraction, and 15 for multiplication, with five assessment

and.multiplication. It covers a range of 11 skill levels for Odition,

items for each.level. The test itself has ten\subtests of items from

'all three operations, and is administered on ten consecutive school 'days.

Although no time limit- is imposed for subtests, most students in the

present study found 30 minutes sufficient for each.

After the testing sessions, answers were scored correct.or in-
,

,

correct and the total score for each of the three skill areas was

follipd for each subject. Then all incorrect errors for each Kill level

were examined for error patterns. .If a pattern .was evident in at least

-three out of the five answers for a given skill level, the erroryas
\

classified as systematic. When er- ror classifications,were complete,

- the papers were divided into high and low achievers for each operaH.on,



with high aChievers Scoring above the medienore 6t the operation ,

-
And low, achievers falling below.,

4. Findings

,,The investigator found that the greatest proportion of systematic

errors occurred in subtraction (38.57 of the total), followed by multi-

plication (27::7%)'and then by addition (12:4%). Application of a chi-
.

scinared test (with Yates cvrection factor) resulted in a significant

relation between error type'and achievement'in multiplication,- wi41

high achievers tending to make nonsystematic errors and low achievers

making systematic errors. No signiftcant relation.was found between

achievement'and error type for either addition or subtraction.

Interptetations

The findings of :the study Support 6iOSe of Roberts (1968) to the

extent that ,errors involving incortect application of an algorithmi

occur at all adhievement levels. The present study extended these re-
.,

sults and found a relationship between achievement and error type for

-multiplication, though not eqF addition and subtraction. The number of

errors macie by the high ,group for each operation were small, so one can-,

not generalize to a largerrisample. Given the limitation, perhaps non-
,

-
Systematic errors exdeeded systematic ones for high adhieVers because

these students mode more "sophisticated" types of error,s yhich may have

gone undetected by scorers. ,If individual follow-up interviews hacibeen

possible, more nonsystematic errors might have been classified'as sys-
.

tematic-for high,achieveri. Despite the tentative relationship existing

between multiplication achievement and error type, the study does sug-

gest that systematic,computational errors of the type identified by

AAhlock (1976) and others contribute substantially to ,poor'achievement. -

This being the case, teachers can (1) try to identify systematic errors

among low achievers and ,prescribe appropriate remediation and(2) empldy

preventive teaching techniques sO common Systematic err-ors, such as

those identified by Ashlock (1976), do not occur.



Abstractor's,Comments

Overall, the,present studytras well done ihe investigator care-
,

fully coristructed the design and buftt in reliability checks where pos-

sible to avoid misinterpretation in tbe error diagnosis. 'tn the discus-
,

sion of the report, the researcher is cautious to point out limitations

and does not generalize brond the sample.

One problem, which may influence a reevaluation of the relationsbip

between achievement and error type for each operation, is the lack of

'demarcation between Ihigh" and "low" achievers. One wonders whether

focusing on scpres made by studenes in the upper vs. lower thirds might
y

have been preferable to the contrast selected, that above and below me-1,%--)

dian. Notwithstanding this' possible 41.afication in delineating achieve-
.

ment groups, the study contributes to the diagnosticremediation litera-

ture in its support of careful analysis, remediation, and prevention of

common error patterns, and for this reason is educationally significant.

Referentes
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Arithmetic Teacberçl968, 15, 442-446.
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Standifer, Charles E. and Maples,Jrnest'G. ACHIEVEMENT AND,ATTITUDE
OF THIRD-GRADE STUDENTS USING.TWO TYPES OF CALCULATORS. School Science
and Mathematics 81 : 17-24; January 1981.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by DOUGLAS'B. MCLEOD,
San Diego State University.

. .Purpose

This study evaluated the effectiveness :If instruction supplemented

by hand-held calculators or programmed-feedback Calculators (the "Little

Professor"), as opposed to traditional instruction without calculators.

2. Rationale,

Research on the use of calculators in mathematics classes has con-

centrated on the intermediate grades. This study extends that research

to the primary level (Grade 3), and also tests whether "immediate feed-

baèk enhances the effectiveness of calculator use in mathematics instruc-

tion" (p.N'18).

NN
N,

3. ResearchNDesitn and Procedures

Nine classrooms, Ulogen atranciom from eleven schools, were randomly

asSigned to treatmentausing hand-held calculators,. programmed-feedback-
-,

.-

calculators, or no calculator's (a control groUp). All thraa grou0s fol-
.

lowed the regular curriculum.' addition, the hand-held calculAtor

group spent eight to ten minutes each day checking.results, drilling on

basic facts, and doing'calculator activities, while-the other calculator

group spent, the same amount of time using the "Little Professor" to prac7

tice the basic facts. In all'three groups, instruction emphasized the-

basic facts for addition, subtraction, and multiplication.

The sequence of events in the study included an orientationmeeting

for the teacipers during the first week f the semester, pretests during.

the second week, and eleven weeks of in ruction followed by the positests

and; 'fOur weekS later, the retention tests.

The SRA Assessment Survey:was used to measure achievement for the
4

. pretest (Form E),,pOsttest (Form F), and. retent test (Form E). ,Dutton's

Attitude Toward Arithmetic Scale-wat Also administ'çed on all three



..occasions. Data were analyzed uaing,analysis of.covariance. ,For each

criterion variable (computation, conceps, total achievement and at-

tiiude), the pretest Was used as the covariate for thelmsttept, and

the posttest Was used as the covariate for the Ietention test.

4. Findings

The hand-held calculator group scored higher. than the other two

"groups in computatiOnal skills (and total,achievement) on both.the post-

test and retention test. The programmed-feedback calculator group per-

formed better than the control group on the computational,skills post-

test, but not on the retention test. No significant differences were

found oft testa of concepts.or attitudes.

5. Interpretations

The evidente suggests that "the supplementary daily us-eof the hand-

' held calculator was more effective,in promoting acquisition and retention

of computationai .(p. 23) than either programmed-feedback calcula-

tors or'traditional instruction. The somewhat surprising superiority 'of

the hand-held talculator to the programmed-feedbackcalculator may be

due.to'the flexibility'of the hand-held calculator. "Consequently the

basic design of the two types of calculators appears to have been more

important than ,immediate feedback in determining the differences found

between the two calculator, groupe (p. 23).

Abstractor's Comments

The study used traditional methods to provide evidence that the hand-

held calculator is useful in third=grade classrooms, even when-the goals

of instructionard restricted mainly to learning basic facts. The re-

sults also provide evidence about:the limited usefulness of programmed-

feedbatk calculators, even for very limited goals.. The study does not

deal in'depth with theoretital issues, and the psychological issue of

immediate feedback does not appear to be a major focus of the Work.

A number of technical questions come to mind. For example, there

waa no evidence that analysis of covariance was the proper statistical

technique; perhaps there are aptitude-treatment interactions lurking in
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the data somewhere! Also, using the posttest as a'covariate for rhe

retention test tells us more about what was.forgotten than what was

learned during the eleven weeks of instruction.- Finally, one has to

hope-that_a mOre appropriate measure of attitude could have by.ft found.

The paper wad-generally well written, although the use of the terth

"algorithm" was confusing. Ai-dsual,_limited journal space makedAt

difficult to present'detailed information about-the_training for teachers,

the organization oUthe treatments, or the mitent to whiCh-reachers pre-

sented the treatments as intended. Alse,'readers should keep in mind

the long delay thar frequently occurs between data gathering and journal

publication. When thie study was conducted back in 1977, the questions

would have seemed much more timely than they do now.
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Zweng, Marilyn J.; Geraghty, Jean; and Turner, Jonathan. CHILDREN'S
STRATEGIES OF SOLVING VERBAL PROBLEMS. August 1979. ERIC: ED 178 359.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by MARY GRACE KANTOWSKI,
University of Florida.

1. Purpose

The purpose of-the study was to identify factors thaeresult lnothe

successful solution of single-step anI multiple-step word problems, verbal

problems dealing with rate, and verbL problems containing extraneous

data.

The overall question posed by the author was whether it was most

beneficial-to successful problem solving for the child to focus on the

problem (the.question,-ehe_information given, the relationships of parts

to whole, the size of the answer); on tools used to solve the problem

. (drawings, manipulatives, calculators); or on transformation of-the prob-

lem (restatement with smaller ,rumbers, restateMent in less verbal form,

restatement in a less formal setting).-

2., Research Design and Procedures

A cliniCal methodOlgy wad employed in theStudy. -In all, 162 stu-

dents in grades 3 through 6 in,schools in Iowa City and Des Moines par-

ticipated in the study. Each child was asked to Solve fifteen "textbook
4

type" probl n,emd i 'at most, two 45-minute sessions. Interviews with the
% 4

students were recorded' and.relevant,behaviord noted on a printed form. ,

Except for tHe first and lase problems, the problemS were randomized by

type and diffitultY. Problems inclUd8d Single-step problems (one opera-

tion), multiple-step problems (2 operations), problems with extraneous

data, and problems involving finding the unit rate. The prOblem sets

were different for each grade level with some overlap. Students were

given calculators and popsicle.sticks dnd told, that ihey could use

. drawings to aid in solution.

Hints were developed to assist students who had difficulty,soiving

the problems immediately. Hints included,loWer verbal content, use of

smaller numbers, action of the data,, part-to-whOle relationshipe, focus-

ing on the.question and the data.given, focusing on the size ok the
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answei, and "personalization° of the problem. Hints for the rate prob-

lems directed students to use,drawings. The first three hints given to

the student were randonOty selected from among all hints. If these were .

ineffective, the investigators selected further hints based on their

judgment of what would be most helpful to the stUdeat". Percentages of

correct solutions with and without use of hints'were computed by problem,

grade level, and ability level.

3. Findings

The results included many interesting findings which will be selec-

tively summaiized here. Most students at all grade levels could solve

the single-step problems. .Ability to solve single-step probleme improved

as grade level increased. This was not true fOr multiple-step problems.

Moreover, in the multiple7step,problems there was a marked increase in

, the ability to solve the problems between the low and average ability

levels and the average and iligh ability levela. Problems containingsx-

traneous information were more difficult.than other problems at all

ability levels. With respect to the hints, all ability levels found

.
helpful _the "personalize" hint, the hints to use 'manipulatives and draw-

iings, and kje hints-to 'decrease the quanti6, size-in ihe problem. The

low and average ability students used the calculator more often than the

high ability students. As.might be expedted, the calculator was used,

most often in problems involving division. In independent solution of

the rate problems, techniques involving many-go-many correspondence were

used about nine times as often as strategies involving unit rate. In-

xerested readers are'encouraged to read the entire report for a more

. gorriplete discussion oPothe findings.

4. 'Implications for Instruction

The author suggests that textbooks should include more multiple-
,

step problems, hints to students to aid them in the solution of problems,

and more emOhasis,on strategies for soltition.

Abstractor's Comments

Zweng has conducted a darefully planned and'well7executed study
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that provides researchers withvaluable information and hypotheses for

further study, practitioners with suggestions for instructional tech-f

niques, and developers with a direction for needed change. The study

.wes certainly 'comprehensive.- Several aspects of problem eolving were

iicidressed. :Onetechnique employed ih the study that is becoming Popular

in research and instruction was that of providing hints.to students who

were initially unable to solve the problems independently. Although

some of the data support the effectiveness of the use of hints, some'

of the effectiveness could have been obscured by therandomization of

the first three hints.- It would be interstlhg to look at differences

in the effectiveness of the hints if students had beenallowed to select

their oWn hints or ifall hints had been selected by the examiners as

those after the first three were. Suggesting. randomized hints could

have interfered with the students' thinking instead of,providing the

assistance they were designed to provide. The Author mentioned that

for the trial probleMs the third- an fourth-grade students were encour-

aged to use calculators, popsicle sticks, and drawings to help them

solve the problems, whilethe fifth- and sixth-graders were given only

the calculators. It is not clear why'the older students were not also

encouraged to use drawings, since the use of drawings and diagrams is

such a powerful problem-solving tool at all levels, a fact pubstantiated

by the results of the study. These criticisms are minor and do not.de--

tract from the value of the atudy. Clear and important questions were

asked concerning attributes of problems, transformations of problems,

and tools used in problem solving,that have an effect on successful

problem solving at several grade levels, and, responses tq the questions

were supported by the data collected.

Studias such as this one demonstratethe potential for the clinical

methodology. to get to the heart of practical-questions in Mathematica

education.
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'April June 1982
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